In these important interwar years, then, Holt achieved recognition as an authoritative interpreter of rural life for liberal Protestantism. He was a logical figure to ask to write or speak about rural churches, farm policies, and related topics, and his papers indicate that he did so frequently for a wide variety of audiences. Much of his credibility rested on his pioneering use of social scientific research methods and his resultant reputation for having up-to-date, reliable data. In this regard, he typified many Protestants' hopeful embrace of social research in the early decades of the century. In the Progressive era muckrakers, social workers, and reformist clergy and educators had plunged into urban communities to gain a realistic view of social needs through case studies, neighborhood surveys, and similar techniques. Roman Empire had declined because "life's advantages were congested in the great central cities," the First World War had resulted from a clash between urban-based "merchant-manufacture-money lending alliance[s]," and the Bolsheviks had succeeded in Russia because they had "only to capture two great centers." 27 Holt could not ignore the positive urban imagery in the Bible. Though first seeing the city as a curse, the prophets recognized the irreversibility of the new political and economic conditions. Rather than trying to restore a tribal society, they made a major shift in the history of Hebrew idealism by envisioning the ideal society as a city of God. Their ideals finally were universalized by Jesus, "who would gather up in himself the fruits of the Hebrew community experience and lay the foundation for a social order founded on justice."28
The difficulty was that, whereas the values of the Hebrew and Christian traditions and the decentralized democracy that he cherished and absolutized had specific association with actual historical communities, the positive images of urban life were futuristic. Holt's ideal city, a "serving city," would see itself "in all its functions-trading, manufacturing, money lending, and professional services-as the servant of the national process, and, instead of want[ing] to grab power ... would be glad to distribute power ... to the villages, the hamlets, and the towns." But when Holt assembled materials on the City of God for conference use in the 1930s, though he could draw together literary excerpts from prophets, seers, and utopians, he found no actual cities to celebrate.29 In fact, inspirational as it might be, the ideal also functioned negatively as a standard of judgment for urban societies.
Holt could only condemn the city as he found it. Motivated largely by the quest for profit, the dominant economic groups monopolized power for themselves. With Chicago in mind, he frequently described the city as a "tangled mass of old world loyalties" and a "towering pyramid of vocations" which had perverted service functions to self-aggrandizement. Though he faulted small towns for forgetting their service role, he asserted that they still provided a richer and more interesting life than cities, in which standardization and depersonalization prevailed. "If people ever discover what true community life is," he wrote, "they are going to desert the big city like rats from a sinking ship. It may be the place where they will go to work but it will not be the place where they will go to live." Urban churches, he insisted, must Seminary students received academic credit for field work around Merom, and Holt enlisted former students in the project as well. He poured substantial sums of his own money into the multifaceted enterprise, which included an extension service for rural churches, ventures in music, drama, and rural crafts, a library on rural economics and sociology, and a community laundry. Holt thought that other similar projects might come into being, and he tried to interest other denominations in starting a rural seminary. Facing retirement in 1942, he anticipated moving to Merom. Though he died in his office before that could occur, as a final symbol his ashes were buried on the Merom grounds. 44 Though the Merom facilities are still used for camps, conferences, and other programs, and although Holt's ideas remain strong there, the institute did not become a "Christian thought center for a new America." For in spite of his realistic social research and the concreteness of much of his thought, it was not a new America that Holt sought but rather the restoration of an older America that was rapidly disappearing-if it had ever existed.
Was Holt typical of urban liberal Protestantism in his day? Might his moralistic comparisons of urban and rural life, the incongruity between his hard-headed economic and political appraisals and his idealization of small communities, and his inability to identify an adequate restorationist program be attributed to the larger movements of which he was a part? Although much remains to be learned about the ideas of other rural life spokespersons and the programs of the principal rural life organizations, this much can be said: Holt was widely respected in a wide range of religious and secular circles, and he was strategically placed to disseminate his views. In the two decades when he was presenting his views to the public, similar and equally nostalgic evocations of a decentralized America were current, ranging from those of the "southern agrarians" at Vanderbilt to the northern subsistence homesteading projects of New York's Ralph Borsodi. If not everyone agreed with Holt, at least he represented a significant strand in the fabric of values and assumptions about the meaning of the rural experience which Americans brought with them into times of revolutionary change.
